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ABSTRACT

Table 1: Success rate of the evolved heuristic compared to standard ones on uf20, uf50, uf75 SatLib
benchmark

We present, GP-HH, a framework for evolving local search
3-SAT heuristics based on GP. Evolved heuristics are compared against well-known SAT solvers with very encouraging
results.
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GWSAT
0.907
0.606
0.502

HH20
1.0
-

HH50
0.743
-

HH75
0.560

FLIP v
RANDOM l | IFV pro, v, v
MAX SCR l [, op] | MIN SCR l [, op]
MAX AGE l [, op]
ALL | IFL pro, l, l
ALL USC | RAND USC | SCR Z l [, op]
TIE RAND | TIE AGE | TIE SCR
0.2 | 0.4 | 0.5 | 0.7 | 0.8 | 0.9

Figure 1: The main parts of grammar used for evolving heuristics for SAT using GP-HH.

INTRODUCTION

Hyper-heuristics are ”heuristics to choose heuristics” [1].
There are two main classes of hyper-heuristics. In a first
class, the system is provided with a list of pre-existing heuristics for solving a certain problem. The system then tries to
discover the best sequence of application for these heuristics
in order to solve the problem. A second approach aims at
constructing new heuristics. This is the approach we adopt
in this paper. The process starts by selecting a suitable set
of heuristics that are known to be useful in solving a certain
problem. However, instead of directly using these heuristics,
the heuristics are first decomposed into their basic elements.
A grammar is used to constrain how these elements can be
composed. The system then uses a grammar-respecting genetic programming system to evolve new heuristics. We call
the system GP-HH.
We apply GP-HH to the satisfiability (SAT) problem. The
target of SAT is to determine whether it is possible to set
the variables of a given Boolean expression in such a way to
make the expression true. The expression is called satisfiable
if such an assignment exists. Stochastic local search heuristics have been widely used for solving SAT. These include
GSAT [2], HSAT, GWSAT and WalkSat. By analysing these
heuristics, we identified their components and designed a
simple grammar that can represent any of them within GPHH, the main parts of the grammar shown in Figure 1.

MAC SCR l selects a variable from list l that by flipping will
maximize the number of satisfied clauses, MAC AGE selects
the least recently flipped variable, ALL returns all the variables in the formula, while ALL USC returns the variables in
all unsatisfied clauses.
The GP-HH was tested on benchmark problems taken
form the 3-SAT SatLib. All the problems in our benchmarks
were satisfiable uniform random 3-SAT problems, with 20,
50, 75, 100, 125 and 150 variables. The objective of the experiments was to evolve a separate heuristic that best performs on a certain SAT instance. Results of GP-HH on a
20, 50, 75 variable SAT sets are shown Table 1. The table
shows the success rate of each heuristics on 1,000 test cases.
As one can see the evolved heuristics are able to solve more
instances than the shown standard heuristics.
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